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Dear Readers
This month we saw some of the most impressive
diplomatic events being hosted by Embassies and
Consulates in the UAE. It was wonderful to see that
some of the events are truly become excellent occasions
that pave the way for expansion of business, trade and
commerce relations between UAE and the respective
countries. One must not forget the important role that
the commercial Attache’s and the Business Council are
playing in making this possible. In this month’s issue you
will find a snapshot to some of these events that include
ceremonies by Korea, Austria, Germany, Turkey, Czech Republic and Taiwan. We
also joined the new HM Consul General from United Kingdom who started his
tenure earlier this year. The Diplomat magazine was delighted to welcome the
British Prime Minister, David Cameron to the UAE. His successful visit – Covered
in this issue – paved the way for enhancing the scope of the deep-rooted strategic
partnership between UAE and the UK. His interaction with the students at Zayed
University, and his visit to the Big 5 exhibition were the sort of public diplomacy
initiatives that we always appreciate as it adds a human touch to diplomacy. So our
tribute goes out Prime Minister David Cameron for leading the way in this regard.
HM Majesty the King of Morroco is always a welcome guest in the UAE and the
warm reception accorded to him by the warm and hospitable government of UAE
is a testament to the brotherly relations between both countries.
On an international front, the story dominating world headlines was the US
Presidential Election and as largely predicted by the exit polls, President Obama
returned to the White House for another four years. While congratulating
President Obama for his impressive victory the diplomat magazine hopes that
he would utilize this opportunity to continue on the road of “building bridges”,
particularly with the Muslim World and try and find a resolution the outstanding
conflicts that have prevented peace to prevail. If he does that, he would, surely, be
remembered as one of the greatest Presidents of United States of America. We
wish him luck.
So, here’s hoping that our future is defined by Peace.
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diplomatic news

Four More Years for Obama

President Barack Obama won a second
term in the White House, overcoming
deep doubts among voters about his
handling of the US economy to score a
clear victory over Republican challenger
Mitt Romney. Obama while addressing
thousands of supporters in Chicago
cheering every word of Obama’s victory
speech said that “we have picked ourselves
up, we have fought our way back and for
America, the best is yet to come. Whether
I earned your vote or not, I have listened
to you, I have learned from you. And
you have made me a better president”.
The nationwide popular vote remained
extremely close with Obama taking about
50 percent to 49 percent for Romney.
The 65-year-old former Massachusetts
governor, Mitt Romney conceded loss in
a gracious speech delivered after election
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results and said, “This is a time of great
challenge for our nation. I pray that the
president will be successful in guiding
our nation”.
World Leaders Hail Obama’s victory
World leaders have hailed President
Barack Obama’s sweeping re-election,
with allies pledging to deepen
cooperation with the United States on
fighting the world economic slump and
maintaining security across the globe.
Congratulations poured in from across
the world, including fellow UNSecurity
Council members Britain, China, France
and Russia as well as its Middle East ally
Israel and Obama’s ancestral home in
Kenya. Russia President Vladimir Putin
sent a telegram congratulating Obama
on his victory. Elsewhere in the Middle

East, Palestinian president Mahmud
Abbas urged the US leader to pursue
peace efforts while Palestinian negotiator
Saeb Erakat said he hoped that Obama’s
reelection would mean the creation of a
Palestinian state in the next four years.
South African President Jacob Zuma
urged the United State to continue playing
a positive role in Africa, saying “we value
our relations with the United States and
look forward to strengthening bilateral
cooperation in the years to come.” Egypt’s
Islamist President Mohamed Morsi also
hailed the win, saying he hoped it would
strengthen the “friendship between the
two countries”. In Muslim majority
Malaysia, Prime Minister Najib Razak
urged Obama to continue to foster
understanding and respect between the
United States and Muslims worldwide.

news this month

UNITED STATES – PAKISTAN

His Excellency Richard Olson

The New US Ambassador to Pakistan
United States of America has appointed
Richard G Olson as the new Ambassador
for Pakistan. Being a seasoned and highly
experienced diplomat with a wealth of
diplomatic experience in a variety of
countries, Ambassador Olson is expected
to play a key role in further expanding
the bilateral relations between United
States and Pakistan and building positive
goodwill between the people and the
governments of both countries.
Ambassador Olson is a veteran of the
State Department with over 30-years
experience under his belt. He joined the
US Foreign Service in 1982 and his early
career appointments included Mexico,
Uganda, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia and
Ethiopia, and other countries. He also
served as the U.S. Consul General in Dubai
between 2001 and 2003. He also worked
with the Coalition Provisional Authority as

Governorate Coordinator for the province
of Najaf in Southern Iraq. He later served
as deputy chief of mission at the U.S.
Mission to NATO in Brussels, Belgium
which gave him enormous exposure to
multilateral and international diplomacy.
He later served as the US Ambassador to
the United Arab Emirates, and completed
his tenure in 2011. Just before arriving in
Pakistan, Ambassador Olson was serving
in Afghanistan where he coordinated
development and economic affairs at the
US Embassy in Kabul.
With his illustrious diplomatic career
and vast experience in bilateral and
multilateral
diplomacy
Ambassador
Oslon is perfectly poised to play a key role
in bringing Pakistan and United States
closer and promoting goodwill between
both nations. As the top US Diplomat
in Islamabad, he is expected to bring a
fresh outlook to US Foreign Policy for

Pakistan. It is expected that his efforts
would not only be limited to stabilizing
the relationship between US and Pakistan
but also taking it forward in a positive and
pragmatic manner by further enhancing
the scope of the strategic partnership
between the two countries. He is also
expected to focus on public diplomacy that
aims to bring the people of both countries
closer and alleviate the trust deficit that
occasionally crops up. His focus is also
likely to be aimed at exploring ways in
which the business, trade and economic
relations between both countries can be
further expanded. Ambassador Olson’s
appointment comes at an important time
for Pakistan as the country is expected to
hold its general elections in the coming
months, and according to many analysts
this provides him with a unique and
significant opportunity to move forward
with fresh outlook.
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UAE – YEMEN

The President holds talks with President of Yemen
(Abu Dhabi) – The President H.H. Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahayn held talks on
bilateral relations with Yemeni President
Abdo Rabbo Mansour Hadi. The talks took
place at Al Dhiyafa-Mushrif Palace in Abu
Dhabi in presence of H.H. General Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed, Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of
the UAE Armed Forces.
H.H. Sheikh Khalifa stressed UAE’s
interest in strengthening bilateral relations
with Yemen at political, economic levels
as well as in providing all kinds of support
to the Yemeni people to contribute to
promoting peace and security throughout
their country. President Khalifa said: “We
are interested in seeing Yemen enter a new
stage of growth and prosperity backed
with cohesion among all its people. The
government and people of the UAE back
the implementation of reconciliation among
all Yemeni parties in order to enjoy peace,
stability and growth which contributes to
the renaissance of Yemen.”
Sheikh Khalifa was briefed by the Yemeni
President on the steps and measures recently
taken by Yemen to implement the Gulf
Cooperation Council initiative to eventually

establish and reinforce its political stability.
For his part, the Yemeni President expressed
gladness at visiting the UAE and meeting

Sheikh Khalifa. He expressed appreciation of
the support extended to his country by the
UAE.

UAE

The Prime Minister Opens the 15th Session of FNC

(Abu Dhabi) – H.H. Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid, Vice-President and Prime
Minister of UAE and Ruler of Dubai, opened
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the 15th Legislative Chapter of the Federal
National Council. Mohammed Ahmed
Al Murr, the Speaker of Federal National

Council while speaking at the opening
ceremony thanked President H.H. Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the Vice
President and Prime Minister of UAE and
Ruler of Dubai H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum and Their Highnesses
Members of Supreme Council and Rulers
of Emirates, for their sustainable support to
the FNC to carry out its role in service of
citizens.
Al Murr said the FNC’s experience has
developed to meet the endeavors of the
leadership and Emiratis in line with the
political programme launched by the UAE
President in 2005. He cited the two elections
held in 2006 and 2011, the expansion of
electoral colleges to elect half of the FNC
members in line with the gradual political
development programme to deepen the
culture of political participation, a move
described by Sheikh Khalifa as “the spirit of
union”.

EUROPEAN UNION

EU Budget Talks Collapse

MOROCCO – UAE

HM King Of Morocco visits UAE

Brussels) – The first round in two weeks of tough talks
on the European Union budget collapsed after austerityminded states refused to plug a 2012 budget shortfall
in funds destined for Europe’s needy. It was hoped
that the talks will lead to approval of budget for 2013
but instead snagged straight off on an 8.9-billion-euro
($11.3-billion) hole in this year’s spending, according to
figures provided by the European Commission.
Approval for the massive EU budget must be agreed

between the 27 member states and the European
Parliament, but MEP Alain Lamassoure, who heads
the assembly’s budget committee, said: “The council (of
ministers) were unable tonegotiate so the negotiations
were suspended. The collapse of the 2013 budget talks,
which leaders will have a last-chance opportunity to
resume on 12th November, augurs badly for a November
22-23 summit called to settle the bloc’s even more hotly
disputed 2014-2020 spending plans.

(Abu Dhabi) – HM King Mohammed VI of Morocco was received by
HH Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime
Minister of UAE and Ruler of Dubai, and Gen. Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and DeputySupreme Commander of
the UAE Armed Forces. Upon arrival HM King Mohammed VI inspected a
guard of honour and Morocco’s national anthem was played to welcome the
Royal Guest. During talks held at Al Mushrif Palace, both the leaders discussed
ways to further strengthen their multi-faceted bilateral relations. The two
sides affirmed that relations between the UAE and Morocco have witnessed
tremendous progress, thanks to the keenness of President His Highness
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan and His Majesty King Mohammed VI.
They expressed satisfaction at the levels of bilateral relations and the desire to
further strengthen them in all domains.

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM

World Economic Forum : Global Agenda Summit in Dubai
(Dubai) – The fifth Summit on the Global Agenda is
all set to open in Dubai, convening 88 World Economic
Forum Global Agenda Councils with more than 1,000
of the foremost experts fromacademia, government,
business, civil society and media to collectively discuss the
world’s most pressing issues. The co-chairs of this year’s
Summit on the Global Agenda are H.E. Sultan bin Saeed
Al Mansouri, Minister of Economy of the UAE, and H.E.
Sami Dhaen Al Qamzi, Director-General, Department of
Economic Development of the Government of Dubai.
At the three-day summit members will focus collectively
on identifying issues and solutions for serious global
challenges in areas such as finance and economics,
geopolitics, environment, society and technology. The
councils act as incubators to nurture the ideas and to frame
debates that will shape the Davos agenda at the World
Economic Forum’s annual meeting 2013.

International Feature

UK & UAE RELATIONS

British Prime Minister’s
Visit to the UAE to expand bilateral Relations
As David Cameron visits
the UAE, The International
Diplomat takes a look at how
the important visit by the
British Prime Minister at a
crucial time would further
expand the evolving bilateral
relations between UAE and
the United Kingdom.
British Prime Minister, The Right
Honorable David Cameron MP is
undertaking an important visit of the Gulf
countries, and started his tour in the United
Arab Emirates which is perhaps one of the
most important strategic partners of the
United Kingdom. The Relations between the
UAE and Britain are both special and unique.
Not only do both countries have shared
heritage but also because the way in which
the level of cooperation between the people
and the governments of both countries has
grown over the years.
Historic Relationship
Although the relations between United
Kingdom and this part of the world can be
traced back centuries, formal diplomatic
relations between United Arab Emirates
and the United Kingdom started upon the
formation of the Federation of the United
Arab Emirates in 1971.
United Kingdom was not only the first
country to accord formal recognition to
the newly found state, it was also the first
country to establish its embassies both in
Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Ever since, the United
Kingdom and United Arab Emirates have
shared trusted and valued friendship that has
continued to grow in all fields.
Important Timing of the Visit
British Prime Minister’s visit to the region
will take him across the Gulf states, and
comes at a crucial time in the aftermath of
the Arab Spring and is being seen as a bid
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to build “reinvigorated partnership” with the
region’s leaders. One of the core objectives
of the Prime Minister’s visit would be to
strengthen and expand UK’s defense, security
and commercial ties in the region, and
explore ways in which level of cooperation
particularly in business, trade and commerce
can be further bolstered. It is important to
note that the British Prime Minister chose
to start off his Gulf tour from the UAE and
this is a clear indication of the significance
that Britain attaches to its longstanding
relationship with the United Arab Emirates.
Although the major portion of the Prime
Minister’s engagements were with the UAE

leadership which included meetings with the
President, The Prime Minister, The Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and other senior Sheikhs
and Ministers, The Prime Minister made it
a point to also interact with the people and
undertook some very direct public diplomacy
initiatives, which clearly showed his desire to
connect with the people and also engage with
the UAE on a cordial and friendly manner.
This was evident from the fact that the
Prime Minister also visited one of the most
illustrious universities in the UAE,
During his visit, Cameron also travelled
to the capital Abu Dhabi for a meeting with
university students. Camaron visited Zayed

feature story

University campus along with H.E. Sheikh
Nahyan Bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister
of Higher Education and Scientific Research
and President of ZU, and interacted with
students.
Talking to Emirati students at the Zayed
University, Prime Minister David Cameron
said, “With nearly 100,000 Britons residing
in the UAE, I am here today to encourage
Emirati students as well to join universities in
UK with no limits on number. Our country
is extra open for welcoming education,
industry, and investment. The main point of
the university is to encourage and face fresh
ideas and challenges as we are now living
in a very competitive globe. By education,
individuals will be able to speak out loud and
make their own decisions”.
Sharing his views on the Arab Spring with
Emirati students, Cameron said, “United
Nations (UN) has failed in Syria and that
there must be a resolution condemning
atrocities against the Syrian people”.
Hailing the historical and deep-rooted
relations between the UK and the UAE,
Cameron said that his visit is aimed at
developing the relations in the best interests
of both nations and people. “We have a
relationship of respect and we should discuss
easy and difficult issues”, he added.
When asked about sustaining energy and
seeking alternative sources, he answered
saying that, “Electricity demands grow
every day and we should make sure that
we can meet such demands by seeking and
providing alternative renewable sources
such as, nuclear energy.”
Commenting on the European financial
crisis Cameron said, “All countries will be
affected by the euro-zone whether they are a
euro users or not. The financial crisis will take
time to resolve simply because if you put 17
diverse countries with their different cultures
in the same currency, it will generate more
tension, pressure and problems”.
Zayed University students thanked him
for giving his time and commended him for
being very clear, straight to the point and
really honest in answering many UAE and
global related questions.
He PM Cameron took a ride on the Dubai
Metro and tweeted: “British engineering
helped build it with contracts worth over
#600 million.”
Later, H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime
Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai,
received visiting British Prime Minister David
Cameron and his accompanying delegation
at Zabeel Palace. During the meeting, Sheikh
Mohammed and Cameron discussed ways to
strengthen ties of friendship and cooperation

between the two friendly countries. They
also took stock of the current political and
security situation in the Middle East amid the
backdrop of political transformation the Arab
world is currently undergoing.
During talks that were mainly focused
on collaboration over next-generation
aerospace equipment; H.H. General Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed, Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander
of the UAE Armed Forces; Sheikh Hamdan
bin Mohammed, Crown Prince of Dubai,
were also present along with H.H. Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed, Foreign Minister; H.E.
Reem Ibrahim Al Hashimi, Minister of State;
H.E. Abdulrahman Ghanem Al Mutaiwee,
UAE Ambassador to the United Kingdom;
and Dominic Jermey, British Ambassador to

the UAE.
Since arriving in the UAE, Mr Cameron
attended trade shows and held behindthe-scenes discussions with rulers and
business leaders, in what is one of the richest
countries in the world. At the Big 5 Show,
British Prime Minister David Cameron met
British exporters and exhibitors, praising
them for their latest innovations and new
products. “It’s such a pleasure to be here and
I am happy to lead a trade mission to take
forward the conversations that will deepen the
understanding and existing relations between
the two countries and governments,” Cameron
told the media during his tour of the pavilion.
Speaking to reporters The British Prime
Minister said “We’re partners in defense and
security. We worked together in Libya, we
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worked together in Afghanistan and we’ll
be discussing all the key regional and global
issues”.
Cameron landed on Dubai airbase and
breakfasted with British troops based in the
Gulf state soon after his arrival. According
to a statement by Cameron’s office, the Prime
Minister was to accompany senior Emirati
officials on an inspection of RAF Typhoons
stationed at a UAE airbase as part of a training
exercise. Cameron is expected to use the trip to
push Britain’s defense industry and specifically
promote the Typhoon fast jet to Gulf leaders
as UAE had shown an interest in ordering
up to 60 Typhoon Eurofighters to replace
their ageing French Mirages. The Eurofighter
Typhoon is a project which involves British
defense giant BAE Systems and companies
from Germany, Italy and Spain. After
finishing inspection at Dubai airspace, PM
Cameron took a ride on the Dubai Metro and
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tweeted: “British engineering helped build it
with contracts worth over #600 million.”
Later, H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime
Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai,
received visiting British Prime Minister David
Cameron and his accompanying delegation
at Zabeel Palace. During the meeting, Sheikh
Mohammed and Cameron discussed ways to
strengthen ties of friendship and cooperation
between the two friendly countries. They
also took stock of the current political and
security situation in the Middle East amid the
backdrop of political transformation the Arab
world is currently undergoing.
During talks that were mainly focused on
collaboration over next-generation aerospace
equipment; H.H. General Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the
UAE Armed Forces; Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed, Crown Prince of Dubai, were
also present along with H.H. Sheikh Abdullah
bin Zayed, Foreign Minister; H.E. Reem
Ibrahim Al Hashimi, Minister of State; H.E.
Abdulrahman Ghanem Al Mutaiwee, UAE
Ambassador to the United Kingdom; and
Dominic Jermey, British Ambassador to the
UAE.
Since arriving in the UAE, Mr Cameron
attended trade shows and held behindthe-scenes discussions with rulers and
business leaders, in what is one of the richest
countries in the world. At the Big 5 Show,
British Prime Minister David Cameron met
British exporters and exhibitors, praising
them for their latest innovations and new
products. “It’s such a pleasure to be here and
I am happy to lead a trade mission to take
forward the conversations that will deepen
the understanding and existing relations
between the two countries and governments,”

feature story

Cameron told the media during his tour of the
pavilion.
As per the objective, at the end of the UAE
visit Britain and the United Arab Emirates
also announced a joint defense partnership.
Though the UAE has not agreed to buy a
Typhoon but “it is a marker of their interest”.
Analysts comment that it is a step in the right
direction that would make collaboration
possible to take place around a number of new
technologies. Together with this, Cameron
also supervised the signing of a number
of agreements that will fortify the bilateral
relations between the UAE and the United
Kingdom.
In a meeting with members of the Joint UAE
– British taskforce chaired by H. H. Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Foreign
Minister and British Defense Secretary Philip
Hamond, British Prime Minister said that that
his government is looking forward to fruitful

resolutions of the joint taskforce meetings
to strengthen the relations and open new
horizons for joint cooperation, especially
in the quality projects, such as the London
Array for wind energy. Sheikh Mohammed
also hailed the historic relations between the
UAE and the UK, referring to the efforts of the
British government to strengthen the ties that
date back to over 200 years.
During his visit, Cameron also travelled
to the capital Abu Dhabi for a meeting with
university students. Camaron visited Zayed
University campus along with H.E. Sheikh
Nahyan Bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister of
Higher Education and Scientific Research and
President of ZU, and interacted with students.
Talking to Emirati students at the Zayed
University, Prime Minister David Cameron
said, “With nearly 100,000 Britons residing
in the UAE, I am here today to encourage
Emirati students as well to join universities in
UK with no limits on number. Our country is
extra open for welcoming education, industry,
and investment. The main point of the
university is to encourage and face fresh ideas
and challenges as we are now living in a very
competitive globe. By education, individuals
will be able to speak out loud and make their
own decisions”.
Sharing his views on the Arab Spring with
Emirati students, Cameron said, “United
Nations (UN) has failed in Syria and that there
must be a resolution condemning atrocities
against the Syrian people”.
Hailing the historical and deep-rooted
relations between the UK and the UAE,
Cameron said that his visit is aimed at
developing the relations in the best interests
of both nations and people. “We have a
relationship of respect and we should discuss
easy and difficult issues”, he added.
When asked about sustaining energy and
seeking alternative sources, he answered
saying that, “Electricity demands grow every
day and we should make sure that we can
meet such demands by seeking and providing
alternative renewable sources such as, nuclear
energy.”
Commenting on the European financial

crisis Cameron said, “All countries will be
affected by the euro-zone whether they are a
euro users or not. The financial crisis will take
time to resolve simply because if you put 17
diverse countries with their different cultures
in the same currency, it will generate more
tension, pressure and problems”.
Zayed University students thanked him
for giving his time and commended him for
being very clear, straight to the point and
really honest in answering many UAE and
global related questions.
In sum, there are many joint interests
between the UAE and the UK, especially in
the political, economic and security areas both
in the region and worldwide. The bilateral
relations between the two states can constitute
an exemplary launch pad for expanding joint
cooperation between the public and private
institutions.
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Indian Foreign Minister

Salman Khurshid:

New Foreign Minister of India

Given Khurshid’s own
political background and
India’s stable foreign policy
track record, many venture
that his appointment
may change perceptions
vis-à-vis Pakistan, a
rising China, and a
rebuilding Afghanistan .

As India Appoints a New Foreign Minister, The International
Diplomat looks at the how the appointment, Salman Khurshid a
member of India’s most illustrious Muslim family is likely to change
the face of Indian diplomacy with the world at large.
In the biggest cabinet reshuffle since
his 2009 Election, Indian Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh appointed Salman
Khurshid as his new Foreign Minister along
with bringing six other new faces into cabinet.
Salman Khurshid replaced S. M. Krishna as
the top diplomat for India and his post as
the law minister went to Ashwani Kumar.
Khurshid is twenty years younger than his
predecessor Krishna, and his appointment
makes him the third Indian Muslim to hold
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the post as Minister of External Affairs.
Political Background of Salman Khurshid:
Salman Khurshid (born 1 January 1953) is
an Indian politician who started his political
career as an Officer on Special Duty in the
Prime Minister’s Office under Mrs. Indira
Gandhi in the early 1980s. He comes from
one of the most illustrious political families
of India which has been in the Indian
politics ever since independence.
His

father, Khurshid Alam was the first Muslim
to serve as a minister in the foreign office
and his great-father, Zakir Hussain, was
the president of India. In his own right he
served as the Deputy Minister of Commerce
in the Government of India, and also served
as as Minister of State for External Affairs
in the Government of India from 19911996. He has been a Member of Parliament
from the Farrukhabad constituency in the
Indian state of Uttar Pradesh for many years
and returned to Parliament from the same
constituency in the 2009 Elections. He
was subsequently appointed as the Union
Minister of State of Corporate Affairs and
Minority Affairs. In the Cabinet reshuffle of
12 July 2011, he was made Cabinet Minister
for Law and Justice and Minority Affairs.
His latest appointment as External Minister
of India is without doubt one of the most
illustrious appointments of his career, and
places him under the spot light as he gets to
grips with becoming India’s top diplomat.
As Khurshid took over the responsibilities
of new office in New Delhi, he made clear
that he would get straight to work and said
that he had been briefed by Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, to bring fresh thinking
to his post. Talking to reporters, he said “I
have a lot of home work to do as I want to
take India’s foreign policy ahead. In the last
few years, foreign policy has vastly changed,
we have to do out of box thinking and go
beyond theology. We have to think of the
great opportunities the world offers today”.
Later in his first meeting with officers of
the Foreign Ministry Khurshid agreed that
the world had changed a lot since he was last
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Relations with Pakistan
As for any foreign minister in New Delhi,
Khurshid’s most delicate diplomatic dossier
will be maintaining relations with Pakistan
on a positive track as the two nuclearpowered neighbors have last year resumed
their tentative peace process after they
deteriorated in the aftermath of Mumbai
attacks in November 2008. It is hoped that
as minister for external affairs, Khurshid
will be sharp and pointed in relations with
Pakistan, with a commitment to setting
relations right with the country because of
his understanding of history and politics
with equal facility. In other words, Khurshid
is expected to do what he has said so
often, “It is imperative to normalize India’s
relations with its neighbors, so that people
can travel to each other’s countries without
fear or favor.”

“It is imperative to normalize India’s relations with its
neighbors, so that people can travel to each other’s countries
without fear or favor.”
– Salman Khurshid, Foreign Minister of India
in South Block 20 years ago and promised
that he will be “transparent” in his dealings.
What is he expected to do?
Analysts hold the view that Khurshid,
who served as Junior Foreign Minister in
the 1990s, will likely demonstrate a surer
footing than his predecessor and has already
been labeled as “Mr. Confident” by the
media, As a run-up to the 2014 elections
Khurshid’s posting, along with many others
in Singh’s Cabinet, is thought to be a move
by the ruling UPA party to breathe life back
into the government, putting in PM Singh’s
words it’s a move to usher, “a combination
of youth and experience.” Analysts contend
that the appointment of Salman Khurshid
as India’s new external affairs minister is
the best thing that could have happened
to the foreign office. Khurshid is a staunch
follower of liberal school of Nehruvian
politics. In recent months, he was also being
called upon to speak for India at track-two
dialogues with several countries, especially
in
India’s
neighborhood,
including
Bangladesh, the Maldives and Afghanistan.
Given Khurshid’s own political background

and India’s stable foreign policy track
record, many venture that his appointment
may change perceptions vis-à-vis Pakistan, a
rising China, and a rebuilding Afghanistan.

Relations with European Powers
As for relations with the US, the European
powers, China, Russia and Japan, Khurshid
is expected to carry on and work in
synchronization with the direction that has
been set thus far by Foreign Secretary Ranjan
Mathai, the Prime Minister and national
security adviser Shivshanker Menon.
Khurshid’s return to the Foreign Office has
a sign that he incurs the skill to understand
and deploy the business of foreign policy,
a skill for which he is remembered fondly
there even now. But still, Khurshid will have
to pick both his battles and his interests if
he has to be successful as Foreign Minister.
There is simply too much to do and the
remaining 18 months before elections are
crucial for contending parties. Khurshid’s
performance in the Ministry of External
Affairs will play a big part of whether the
Congress-led alliance can impress India’s
voters or not.
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World Energy Summit Dubai

Dubai Hosts the

World Energy
Forum 2012
As The World Energy Forum 2012
was held under the Patronage of
His Highness Sheikh Mohammad
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Vice
President & Prime Minister UAE,
The International Diplomat brings
you special coverage of the three
day global conference that brought
together world leaders and experts
to discuss both the global and
regional energy needs.

The Emirate of Dubai proudly hosted
the World Energy Forum 2012. The
Forum was significant because it was an
innovative step aimed at starting a global
dialogue that seeks to find answers and
practical solutions for the energy crisis
being faced by the world in general and
the region in particular. The Forum
created an opportunity for experts in the
field of energy to discuss and highlight
the technological innovations and latest
research in addressing the challenge of
energy. The three-day global conference
was held in Dubai under the patronage
of His Highness Sheikh Mohammad Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and
Prime Minister of the United Arab Emirates
and Ruler of Dubai. This was for the first
time that this High-Level International
Energy Conference was held outside the
United Nations headquarters in New York,
and this is a glowing tribute to Dubai and
UAE.
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of
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Dubai inaugurated the event organized at
the Dubai World Trade Centre’s (DWTC)
Dubai International Convention and
Exhibition Centre. Over two thousand
delegates, including several heads of state,
scores of national energy ministers, and
top leaders from all around the world
participated in the conference to develop
and support the road map for a sustainable
energy mix that can fuel global economic
and social development. The forum
holds attributes of providing a unique
opportunity to exchange new ideas on
global energy issues from the perspectives
of policy, technology, and business.
The heads of states who marked their
presence are, Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah
Al Ahmad Al Sabah, Sri Lankan President
Mahinda Rajapaksa, Pakistani Prime
Minister Raja Pervez Ashraf, Tunisian
President Munsif Marzouki, Andry
Rajoelina, President of Madagascar,
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili,
President Bakir Izetbegovic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Maldivian President
Mohammed Waheed Hassan Manik.

Presence of such global leaders as well as
representatives of various other countries in
addition to global energy industry experts,
organizations, corporations and specialists
helped in developing new global policy
guidelines for promotion and development
of green and clean energy.
As 2012 has been dedicated as the
International
Year
of
Sustainable
Energy for All by United Nation; the
leaders, international organizations, and
corporations attending the conference
urged for tangible progress towards cleaner,
safer, and more sustainable energy as well
as achieving universal access to modern
energy services.
The features that distinguish World
Forum 2012 held in Dubai are that the event
was organized under the principles that the
voices of the excluded or underrepresented
nations and peoples must be heard so that
they too can benefit from modern energy
services. In light of Japanese Fukushima
disaster last year, a renewed debate on
nuclear energy was conducted. Conference
also announced sustainable development

feature story

as a 21st century’s planetary agenda. The
ambitious Dubai Integrated Energy Strategy
2030 was also shared with the participants.
The strategy presents many milestones
that the emirate seeks to achieve as part
of its objective to diversify its energy mix
and reducing energy consumption by 30%
through improvements in fuel efficiency as
well as raising awareness among the public.
Moreover, multiple specialized sessions
were organized on the following topics
during the forum: Energy and water
nexus; role of energy in solving world’s
water crisis; governmental policy issues;
implications of national and international
energy policies; production, delivery, and
consumption to climate change; financing
energy infrastructure, investigating global
energy challenges, knowledge sharing in
technological innovations; energy as a
women’s issue as well as women’s role in
sustainable development and a session for
students and prize presentation for essay
contest.
So, by holding such a high profile global
Forum Dubai now has another feather in

its most illustrious cap, and this has further
established Dubai as a global center for
holding international conferences, and also
positioned UAE as on the international
stage as a major strategic player of the
comity of nations, not only in the energy
industry but in most other economic,
business, and services sectors as well. It has
also inclined Dubai as a centre of gravity for
regional real-estate foreign investors who
are seeking for new opportunities.
Undoubtedly, UAE’s forward-thinking
vision and commitment for promoting
the country as a world-class destination
for investments and services is not only
expanding its global imprint but also
ensuring that Dubai and UAE maintain their
global position as an international hub that
connects people, countries and continents.
UAE is making remarkable strides in
implementing the long-term ‘Green
Economy for Sustainable Development
initiative, introduced by HH Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice
President and Prime Minister of the UAE
and Ruler of Dubai. The outcomes from the

World Energy Forum 2012 organized this
year by UAE Government will leave a global
impact on promotion of clean energy.
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Australian Arbitration

Australia positions itself as a key
Dispute resolution destination
An International Forum entitled “The
Australian Arbitration Option” was
organized in Dubai with a view to providing
an opportunity for senior government
officials, Business leaders and eminent
jurists to discuss the attractive frame work
being offered by Australia as an attractive
business dispute resolution destination.
The Forum was attended by key decision
makers, Entrepreneurs, Business Leaders
and senior commercial and corporate
lawyers. The Chairman of the Forum
Mr Essam Al Tamimi, Senior Partner of
Al Tamimi & Company, said: “We were
provided with clear and compelling reasons
why Australia through the Australian
Centre for International Commercial
Arbitration (ACICA) is a viable option for
global companies in the Gulf region who
use international arbitration as a means of
resolving disputes.” ACICA President and
Clayton Utz Head of Major Projects and
International Arbitration Professor Doug
Jones AO, said: “International arbitration is
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the process of choice in cross border deals.
Australia is beginning to attract strong
interest from corporations in the Asia Pacific
region and beyond who are increasingly
looking to avoid the uncertainty of litigation
in foreign courts. What Australia offers is a
first-rate legal and regulatory infrastructure
that is pro-arbitration, pro-enforcement and
cost-effective.” Speaking on the occasion,
Australian Ambassador to the UAE and
Qatar, His Excellency Pablo Kang said:
“As corporations within this region seek
increasingly to invest in Asia, international
companies prefer to have their disputes heard
in a neutral location. Australia, through
ACICA and its premier hearing facility, the
Australian International Disputes Centre, is
well placed to meet the growing demand for
first rate, cost effective arbitration services.”
Other speakers included Australian Consul
General in Dubai, His Excellency Gerard
Seeber as well as Moin Anwar Director,
Trade and Investment - Middle East

feature story
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Diplomatic Events

dubai - uae

britain

EXCLUSIVE : British Embassy Welcomes New Consul General
The British Embassy hosted a special reception to welcome the new HM Consul General Edward Hobart
who started his tenure in August 2012. Mr. Hobart is an experienced and seasoned diplomat with many
years of experience in the Foreign Service. He has served in a number of countries globally and also worked
as the deputy head of mission in Abu Dhabi. The ceremony was attended by distinguished members of the
British Expat community and the Diplomat Magazine was specially invited to cover the event.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Freedom Day Events

korea

dubai - uae

National Day of
Korea
The Consul General of Korea, H.E Young-Jong
Hong hosted an impressive diplomatic reception
to mark the country’s national day in Dubai. The
star studded event was attended by businessmen,
socialites as well as distinguished UAE based
diplomats who were all warmly welcomed by the
Consul General and his wife.

More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Freedom Day Events

dubai - uae

taiwan

Taiwan hosts
reception
Taiwan hosted a reception in Dubai which
was attended by UAE based Businessmen,
Entrepreneurs, Commercial Attache’s as well as
members of the Commercial and Trade delegations
in Dubai, UAE. The guests were warmly welcomed
by the hosts and the evening provided an excellent
networking opportunity to expand the business,
trade and commerce relations between UAE and
Taiwan.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Diplomatic Events

dubai - uae

czech republic

Czech Republic
Diplomatic reception in
Abu Dhabi
The Ambassador of Czech Republic hosted an
impressive ceremony to mark the country’s
national day in Abu Dhabi. The reception
was attended by diplomats, businessmen and
noted Emirati nationals who paid tribute to the
longstanding bilateral relations between United
Arab Emirates and Czech Republic
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Consul General of Korea

H.E Young Jong Hong
Consul General of Republic of Korea in Dubai
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interview

The International Diplomat spoke exclusively to the Consul General of the
Republic of Korea in Dubai and discussed with him the bilateral relations as
well as growing trade and business relationship between the two countries.

The Diplomat: You have been a career
diplomat for many years, and served in
important countries like United States,
United Kingdom, Germany, Japan,
Switzerland and now in Dubai UAE.
Tell us about more about your career
highlights?
The Consul General : I’ve been honored
to serve in these countries and contribute
in building solid partnerships between
Korea and the countries where I served. As
a diplomat, I’ve studied the culture of these
countries, always been considerate and put
myself in their shoes. When I meet with
people, I welcome them with my heart. I
have explored the opportunities we both
have had in several areas including economy
& culture. My efforts have been focused on
creating interactions and network between
Korean and local business communities. I
am trying to achieve that in Dubai as well
through the Korean Business Council which
would organize the Korean companies and
help its members work together and share
information to work for both Korea’s and
Dubai’s wealth and prosperity. A lot has
been accomplished but there are still many
targets and goals left to achieve. I hope to
contribute in UAE economy and welfare of
the people of Dubai.
The Diplomat : You studied in Korea and
Germany and your specialty is Business &
Economics, what would you say about the
current global economic crisis. When do
you expect world economy back on track?
The Consul General : There are signs of
recovery as countries have become more
responsible in their fiscal policies. Fear
in Europe is still there and we don’t know
how long Germany, the powerhouse that
drives the European economy wheel, would
sustain the situation. Still I am optimistic
that world economy would be back on track
after a few years as data indicates recovering
from the crisis.
The Diplomat : We understand that
automobile, construction, ship building
and mining are the core areas of your
economy. How would you see your
economy in the near future?
The Consul General : Korea is an industrial
country focusing on exports. It has stood
among the advanced countries by offering
high quality products at a competitive price
compared with other countries. On the

other hand, Korea’s business partners are
recovering from the economic crisis. That
would have a positive impact on Korea’s
economy.
The Diplomat : UAE and the Republic
of Korea have a growing relationship and

trade plays a significant role in driving the
relationship forward. What is the volume
of trade between the two countries, and
how do you plan on expanding it further?
The Consul General : Both countries have
been developing a friendly and mutually
beneficial relationship being driven by the
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Consul General of Korea

unique strengths of their economies. As of
2011, the UAE is Korea’s 11th trade partner
in the world and South Korea is one of the
UAE’s key trade partners and is the largest
customer for its crude oil. Trade volume
between the two countries has reached $ 22
billion in 2011 and in 2012, it is estimated by
economists to grow to a record $26.6 billion.
The Diplomat: What would you say
are the opportunities of investment being
offered by Korea that could be attractive
to the businessmen from the United Arab
Emirates?
The Consul General : New technology is
a very promising field to invest in and Korea
has become one of the leading countries in
that field. It has been crucial to innovate and
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develop new technologies in the modern
world-system such as software and materials,
education and healthcare. Korea has excelled
in displays and stem cell therapy and become
the first in the world to commercialize
stem cell therapy. I think there are many
opportunities for UAE businessmen to invest
in Korea’s new tech and be part of the new
era of technology that our country offers.
The Diplomat : What is your visa policy
about the UAE national & non national
businessmen?
The Consul General : South Korea has
signed agreements with several foreign
countries on mutual visa exemption for
limited time under certain conditions.
According to the agreements, holders of valid

specified passports are permitted to stay for
30, 60 or 90 days upon entry. Period varies
from one country to another. UAE nationals
for example, are granted Visa-Free Entry for
30 days. As of the other nationals who are
not exempted and have a clear profile in our
records, we are issuing them the visa within
2 working days. In our general consulate,
we have increased the working hours in the
visa section to meet the growing interest of
businessmen in the Republic of Korea. We
have taken several procedures to make the
visa issuance easier and faster.
The Diplomat : How many Korean
nationals live in the UAE?
The Consul General : The Consul General
:According to our estimation, there are

interview

approximately 5000 Korean citizens
residing in Dubai. Half of them are
working in Korean companies as around
one hundred Korean companies are based
in Dubai.
The Diplomat : What would you say
about the first Diplomat magazine from
UAE?
The Consul General : UAE has always
taken the lead in innovation in the region.
The diplomat magazine is a living example
of that. Being the first magazine in UAE
and the region dedicated to covering
events and activities of the diplomatic
community, it has been successfully
building goodwill and promoting
friendship.
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Diplomatic Events

dubai - UAE

austria

National Day of the Austria Celebrated
H.E Peter ELSNER-MACKAY, The Ambassador of Austria in the United Arab Emirates hosted an event
to celebrate the National Day of Austria in Abu Dhabi at the officer’s club in Abu Dhabi. The high profile
guests were received a warm and traditional welcome and the event provided a wonderful opportunity to
promote bilateral relations between the two countries.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Diplomatic Events

dubai - UAE

germany

German Day of Unity in Abu Dhabi

The German Day of Unity is always a highlight on the diplomatic calendar in Abu Dhabi and this year
an impressive reception was hosted by the German Ambassador to the UAE, H.E Nikolai Von Schoepff.
Prominent Abu Dhabi based businessmen, Professionals, as well as noted socialites turned up in large
numbers to show their support for and were joined government officials, Abu Dhabi based diplomats as
well as members of the German community in UAE.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com

If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Diplomatic Events

turkey

dubai - UAE

National Day of Turkey in Abu Dhabi

On the occasion of the National Day of Turkey an impeccable ceremony was held at the Turkish Embassy
in Abu Dhabi. The guests were welcomed with traditional Turkish hospitality by H.E Vurul Altay, The
Ambassador of Turkey to the United Arab Emirates who was a gracious host. Diplomats, government
officials and a large number of Turkish businessmen in UAE attended the event.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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